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Abstract—An image reconstruction problem motivated by x-
ray fiber diffraction analysis is considered. The experimental data
are sums of the squares of the amplitudes of particular sets of
Fourier coefficients of the electron density, and a part of the
electron density is known. The image reconstruction problem is to
estimate the unknown part of the electron density, the “image.”
A Bayesian approach is taken in which a prior model for the
image is based on the fact that it consists of atoms, i.e., the
unknown electron density consists of separated, sharp peaks.
Currently used heuristic methods are shown to correspond to
certain maximum a posteriori estimates of the Fourier coefficients.
An analytical solution for the Bayesian minimum mean-square-
error estimate is derived. Simulations show that the minimum
mean-square-error estimate gives good results, even when there
is considerable data loss, and out-performs the maximum a
posteriori estimates.
Index Terms—Bayesian, fiber diffraction, Fourier transform,
image reconstruction, inverse problems, MAP, MMSE, phase
retrieval, x-ray crystallography.
I. INTRODUCTION
THIS paper addresses an image reconstruction problem,motivated by a problem in x-ray crystallography, in which
one has available partial information in image space and
in Fourier space. X-ray crystallography is a technique for
determining the structures (i.e., the position of each constituent
atom) of molecules from measurements of the intensities of
diffracted x-rays [1], [2]. Since the electrons are concentrated
around the atomic nuclei, the atomic positions can be inferred
from the distribution of electrons, the electron density function,
(if it is reconstructed at sufficient resolution) within the crystal.
X-ray crystallography is therefore an image reconstruction
problem, the electron density function being the image. Since
a crystal is three-dimensional (3-D), the image to be re-
constructed is 3-D. A crystalline specimen of the molecule
under study is irradiated with a monochromatic beam of x-
rays and the resulting diffraction (scattering) pattern measured
[Fig. 1(a)]. A 3-D data set is built up by collecting diffraction
patterns for different orientations of the crystal in the incident
x-ray beam [1], [2]. The diffraction pattern cannot be focused
to form an image because of the short wavelength A˚ of
the x-rays, so the diffraction data are processed numerically
to produce an image. A crystalline specimen, in which all
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the molecules are identically oriented and regularly spaced, is
required in order to obtain data with a usable signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR). The diffraction of the x-rays by the electrons in
the molecules is weak, and the complex diffracted amplitude
is equal to the (3-D) Fourier transform of the electron density
in the crystal. The measurements yield the intensity of the
diffracted x-rays, which provides the modulus of the complex
amplitude, but not the phase. Since the phase must be known
to reconstruct the electron density directly (by inverse Fourier
transformation), the inverse problem constitutes a phase prob-
lem. Phase problems occur in several other scientific fields
such as microscopy, radio engineering and astronomy, where
one measures the amplitude of the Fourier transform of a
quantity of interest [1], [3].
Despite the apparent difficulties posed by phase problems,
an image (in two or more dimensions) is (almost always)
uniquely determined by the amplitude of its Fourier trans-
form [1], [3], [4]. Uniqueness relies upon the image having
compact support, and the resulting analyticity of its Fourier
transform in the complex plane [5]. Unique reconstruction
therefore requires that the amplitude be measured effectively
continuously in Fourier space. Under these circumstances,
reasonably reliable reconstruction algorithms have been de-
veloped [1], [6]. These uniqueness properties do not apply to
the crystallographic problem however, because the electron
density within the crystalline specimen is periodic. The reason
for this is as follows [1]. By the sampling theorem, the
intensity of the Fourier transform (the measured diffraction
pattern) of the electron density within the crystal is equal
to the intensity of the Fourier transform of one period of
the electron density, sampled at the Nyquist spacing for the
complex amplitude. The bandwidth of the intensity is twice
that of the complex amplitude (by the autocorrelation theorem
for Fourier transforms) so that the former is sampled at twice
its Nyquist spacing along each dimension. The continuous
intensity function cannot therefore be reconstructed from the
samples, so that analyticity and uniqueness cannot be invoked,
and the crystallographic phase problem is therefore underde-
termined in general. Various experimental and computational
(algorithmic) methods are used for dealing with this problem.
These all involve either measuring more data or imposing a
priori constraints on the electron density, or both, to make up
for the inadequacy of the data. These methods are not relevant
to the problem addressed in this paper and are not discussed
further here.
The problem addressed in this paper is motivated by a
particular crystallographic technique known as x-ray fiber
diffraction analysis [7]–[9]. This is an important technique
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Fig. 1. (a) X-ray fiber diffraction experiment showing a beam of x-rays
diffracted from the fiber specimen to form a diffraction pattern on a detector.
(b) Schematic representation of a polycrystalline fiber, consisting of many
small crystallites that are oriented parallel but are randomly rotated with
respect to each other about the axis of orientation.
in materials science and structural biology that is used to
determine the 3-D structures of synthetic and natural polymer
molecules [7]. The information so obtained contributes to
an understanding of the relationships between the structure
and the physical and biological properties of such molecules,
and is used as a guide for manipulating these properties.
The most highly ordered polymer specimens that can be
obtained for x-ray analysis are called polycrystalline fibers.
A polycrystalline fiber is made up of small crystallites, each
of which has a unique axis. The crystallites are oriented
so that these axes are parallel in the specimen, and each
crystallite is randomly rotated about this axis [Fig. 1(b)].
Each crystallite diffracts independently, and so the measured
diffraction pattern is the cylindrical average of the intensity
diffracted by a single crystallite. Due to symmetry in the
sampling lattice, the measured data are then sums of the
squared amplitudes of sets of certain Fourier coefficients.
Reconstruction of the electron density from such data, in the
absence of additional information, is highly underdetermined.
Solution methods primarily involve optimization of a model
of the molecular structure (that incorporates many constraints)
to minimize the mean-square difference between the data and
the corresponding values calculated from the model [8], [9].
Two situations arise in fiber diffraction analysis where in
addition to the diffraction data, one has also partial information
on the structure (the electron density) [10]. The first situation is
when part of the structure (the polymer) has been determined
using a model as described above, and it remains to find the
remainder, or the missing part (which cannot be incorporated
into the initial model) of the structure. The missing structure
often corresponds to counter-ions or solvent molecules, or
sometimes mispositioned side-chains [11], [12]. The second
situation occurs when the structure of a molecule that is
known to be similar to the molecule under investigation is
known, so that its electron density can be used as an initial
approximation to help determine the unknown structure. In
both cases, the problem of determining the unknown structure
is equivalent to estimating the difference between a partial or
approximate structure and the unknown structure. This is the
image reconstruction problem addressed in this paper.
We consider the general problem of reconstruction of an
image from data that are linear combinations of the squares of
the amplitudes of sets of Fourier coefficients of the image
(i.e., aliased spectral intensities), given partial information
on the image. We adopt a Bayesian approach and deter-
mine explicit expressions for the minimum mean-square-error
(MMSE) estimate, conditioned by an appropriate statistical
model (a uniform distribution of atoms) for the missing part
of the image. Methods currently used in x-ray fiber diffraction
are analyzed and shown to correspond to certain maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimates. Simulations are used to assess the
performance of the MMSE estimate, and show its superiority
over the MAP estimates. A preliminary account of this work
has been reported [13].
The background for the particular crystallographic image
reconstruction problem considered is presented in Section II,
and a Bayesian framework for its solution is developed in
Section III. The MMSE and MAP estimators are derived in
Section IV, and their performances evaluated in Section V.
The implications of these results are discussed in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
An x-ray diffraction experiment involves irradiating a crys-
talline specimen with a beam of monochromatic x-rays and
recording the diffraction pattern. The electron density in
the crystal is periodic, i.e.
(1)
where is position in the crystal, is the electron density
in one period (a parallelepiped that is called the unit cell) and
zero elsewhere, denotes convolution, and is the lattice
(2)
where and are the basis vectors of the unit cell and is
the set of integers. The complex diffracted amplitude,
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is the Fourier transform of so that
(3)
where denotes the Fourier transform, is the Fourier
transform of and denotes position in Fourier or recipro-
cal space. Since is periodic, is a, generally oblique,
periodic lattice in Fourier space called the reciprocal lattice.
The observed intensity is sampled by
It is customary to denote the samples of on
as called the structure factors, where is an
integer triple that indexes the reciprocal lattice points, so that
(4)
where and are the amplitude and phase of the structure
factor, respectively, is the region inside the unit cell, and
is the volume element in real space. The measured data are the
intensities The electron density function is related
to the structure factors by inverse Fourier transformation, i.e.
(5)
where is the volume of the region Sampling theory shows
that the are samples of at Nyquist spacing. However,
by virtue of the autocorrelation theorem for Fourier transforms
[3], the bandwidth of is twice that of so that
samples the former at twice the Nyquist spacing along
each coordinate of Fourier space.
Since the molecule is made up of atoms, and the electrons
are crowded around the atomic nuclei, may be written
in the form
(6)
where is the electron density of the th atom when
positioned at the origin, its position, and the set indexes
the atoms in the unit cell. This property of the electron density
function is called atomicity. The atomic number (the number
of electrons) of the th atom, is given by
The Fourier transform relationship (4) may be written as a sum




and The are referred to as the
atomic scattering factors. The represent the phase shift
resulting from the displacement of the atom from the origin.
The dependence of the and on is suppressed in the
rest of this paper.
In the case of x-ray fiber diffraction analysis, the crystallites
in the specimen are randomly rotated about the fiber axis
[Fig. 1(b)]. Since each crystallite diffracts independently, the
observed data are the cylindrical average about the correspond-
ing axis in reciprocal space, of the intensity diffracted by a
single crystallite. Hence the data are linear combinations of
the that occur at reciprocal lattice points with the same
(or very nearly the same) cylindrical polar radius in reciprocal
space [8], [9]. The data may therefore be expressed as
(9)
where the are sets of reciprocal lattice points of the same
cylindrical polar radius. We denote the set of structure factors
belonging to the set by i.e.
Clearly, this averaging results in a substantial reduction
of the number of available diffraction data. The general
image reconstruction problem in fiber diffraction then, is to
reconstruct from the This corresponds to estimating
the magnitudes and the phases of the structure factors from
each observed datum (followed by an inverse Fourier trans-
formation). This may be visualized as a hyper-phase problem,
wherein the hyper-angle representing the transformation from
to needs to be estimated, with the experimental
datum providing the norm. The inverse problem is therefore
underdetermined as posed. A similar problem occurs in x-ray
powder diffraction where the reflections are spherically, rather
than cylindrically, averaged and similar techniques have been
used [14].
We examine in this paper the case where part of the structure
is known, the practical importance of which has been
described in the introduction. The electron density is
represented as the sum of a known part, and an
unknown or missing part, i.e.
(10)
The atoms belonging to and are indexed by the
sets and respectively, so that and
It follows from (4) and (10) that
(11)
where and respectively, are the structure factors of
the known and missing parts. In summary, the problem is one
of estimating what we call here the image, from the
intensity data and the known part of the image
Current approaches to this problem involve assigning ap-
proximate values to the structure factors such
that they satisfy (9), and using these to calculate as
where represents the inverse Fourier
transform (5) [10]. In the first method, the estimates of
denoted by are chosen so that the ratios of the
are the same as the ratios of the and the phase of
is equal to the phase of for The estimate of the
unknown structure factors is therefore given by
(12)
where In the second method, the
estimates of denoted by are chosen so that
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the are all equal, and the phase of is equal to the
phase of This gives
(13)
where denotes the number of elements in a set. Both meth-
ods have disadvantages. The former uses all the information
on but the reconstruction may tend to contain features
of The latter is parsimonious but does not fully utilize
Both methods are used in practice [12], [15].
Our goal is to make optimal use of the data and
as well as prior information on This is analogous to
methods in x-ray crystallography of single crystals where the
individual rather than the form the data [2]. We take
a Bayesian approach to estimating using a prior that is
based on the atomicity property.
III. STATISTICAL FRAMEWORK
The models (stochastic or deterministic) for the image,
transformation and observation that are used in the Bayesian
formulation of the image reconstruction problem are presented
in this section.
A. Prior Model
We use the atomicity property of to define a prior for
the image. In the absence of other information, the simplest
choice for a prior model is one that consists of atoms whose
positions are independent and are uniformly distributed within
the unit cell. This model was first used by Wilson [16]. The
drawback of this model is that it does not account for the
dependence between atomic positions due to the finite size
of the atoms, and for the propensity for certain geometric
relationships between the atomic positions that result from
the existence of particular chemical groups. These effects
are extremely difficult to include in practice, and the simple
model is often used and has found numerous applications in
crystallography [17]. The prior density for the atomic positions
is therefore
(14)
where for and zero for
The assumption that the positions of the atoms are indepen-
dent implies that there are no symmetry relationships between
groups of atoms in the unit cell. This corresponds to “space
group P1” in crystallographic parlance [2], and is the case
considered here. Symmetry relationships often exist between
groups of atoms in the unit cell, in which case the estimation
problem is more complicated and is considered elsewhere [18],
[19].
B. Transformation Model
The prior model (14) applied to the image allows
a prior to be calculated for each Fourier coefficient
Referring to (8), the phase factor for each atom is given by
(15)
and since is an angle, we may replace it with mod
Referring to (14), the are then independent and uniformly
distributed on i.e.
(16)
The real part and, referring
to (16), is therefore distributed with zero mean and
variance Since the are independent,
and assuming that the variance of the ’s with respect to
is small (i.e., the atoms are approximately of the same
atomic number), the central limit theorem may be applied to
(7) (provided that is large), so that
(17)
where is defined by
(18)
The same distribution applies to Equation (17)
may be used to obtain and The real and
imaginary parts are independent [16], so that
(19)
is a function of the amplitude but is independent
of the phase and may be obtained as
(20)
Note that, referring to (8) and (18), is a function of
in general. However, since the atomic electron densities are,
to a very good approximation, spherically symmetric, so too
are the atomic scattering factors in reciprocal space. In
x-ray fiber diffraction, the for a given have the same
cylindrical polar, and therefore the same spherical polar, radius
in reciprocal space, and so is fixed for a particular set
C. Observation Model
Since the focus of this paper is on the effects of the partial
information and on the estimation problem, we
neglect measurement errors in the to simplify assessment
of these effects. Referring to (9), the conditional density for
the observation given is therefore
(21)
where is the gamma function. Since the are Fourier
coefficients, in the absence of prior information the compo-
nents of are independent and identically distributed,
and the joint density for is
(22)
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where is the column vector of values
and denotes transposition. Vectors of the real and imaginary












where the subscript has been dropped, each vector has
components, and Equation (21) may
then be written as
(24)
where is the Euclidean norm of From (17) and (22),
the joint density for may be written as [20], [21]
(25)
There is a common and fairly accurate assumption here that
the prior distribution only weakly correlates the components
of Since is deterministic and the joint
density (22) may be written as
(26)
D. Posterior Distribution
A comment on the notation is in order here. We assume that
the data and the partial structure, expressed by are both
known exactly. In reality there will be errors associated with
both of these quantities, but we ignore these effects for the
rest of this paper. It is convenient however to refer to and
(or as random variables (implicitly with zero variance)
and to use notation such as or
Although this is nonstandard notation, it is necessary so as to
avoid ambiguity in the following, particularly for the MAP
estimates.
The posterior distribution for the structure factors
given the intensity i.e., is utilized in obtaining
the Bayesian estimates in Section IV, and is derived here. (The
reason for deriving rather than is explained
in Section IV.) Bayes theorem and the total probability theo-
rem [22] may be applied to obtain the posterior distribution
as
(27)




is the normalizing constant.
A simple analytical form for the posterior may be obtained
by transforming (28) into a hyper-spherical polar coordinate
system. Referring to Appendix A, is the radius,
the polar axis is placed along and the first polar angle




Our objective is to estimate the image using the
intensity data the known part of the structure
and the prior distribution for Since and
are functions of only and and since
where is known, can be estimated rather
than This gives simpler expressions for the estimates,
and we therefore pose the problem in the following as that
of estimating given the and The image, or the
unknown electron density, is then calculated as
(31)
In the next section, a formal statistical basis for the currently
used methods described in Section II is derived, and the
MMSE estimate is derived in the following subsection.
A. Currently Used Methods
The currently used methods described in Section II cor-
respond to well-defined statistical estimates of the structure
factors, as is shown here.
Consider first the posterior density The
maximum of this density function corresponds to the maxi-
mum a posteriori estimate of the given both the data
and the known structure represented by which we
denote by i.e.
(32)
Using (30), the MAP1 estimate is given by
(33)
where is the angle between and [Fig. 2(a)]. Noting
that is fixed and is known (deterministic),
must be maximized in (33). Hence i.e., is parallel to
or where is a scalar. Therefore, the polar
angles and In terms of
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(a)
(b)






in the complex plane.
the individual structure factors, the estimate is given by
(34)
Referring to (12), we see that
Consider now the marginal posterior density
Maximizing this density gives a MAP
estimate of that makes only partial use of the known
structure, as only the phase, but not the amplitude, of the
are used. This should result in less tendency of the
estimate toward the known part of the structure. We denote
this estimate by so that
(35)
where has been separated into its amplitude and phase. The
sets of random variables and
are independent of each other, hence the density in (35) can
be factored so that
(36)
Therefore, the structure factor amplitudes and phases are given
by
(37)
Using the density function (20) for the amplitudes gives
(38)
The maximum of the product of the structure factor magni-
tudes under the constraint that the sum of their squares is a
constant, occurs when they are all equal. The structure factor
amplitudes are therefore given by
(39)
Since and
we have that [Fig. 2(b)]
(40)
so that since
and are fixed. The MAP2 structure factor estimates
are therefore given by
(41)
and referring to (13) we see that Note
that these two estimates maximize posterior densities for the
Fourier coefficients, not the electron density.
B. The MMSE Estimate
Parseval’s theorem [3], [22] shows that
(42)
i.e., an estimate of the electron density that minimizes the
squared difference to the actual density, has Fourier coef-
ficients that minimize the squared difference to the actual
coefficients. The MMSE estimate for corresponds to
minimizing over and since is known,
and we can minimize
over The MMSE estimate of the missing electron density
can therefore actually be obtained from the MMSE estimate
of the which is derived here.
The Bayesian MMSE estimate is (Appendix B)
(43)
For the MMSE estimate, we make use of both the amplitude
and phase information from [i.e., in (43) refers to
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Fig. 3. Weighting function wn() as a function of  for different values
of n:
The integrals in (29) and (43) can be evaluated
(Appendix C), giving
(44)
where, referring to (62),
(45)
Hence the MMSE estimate
is the inverse Fourier transform of the vector of Fourier
coefficients with norm and hyper-
phase The MMSE Fourier
coefficients are therefore
(46)
The MMSE estimate of the image, i.e., the unknown electron
density is then calculated using for in (31).
Note that is a weight times The weighting
function reflects the uncertainty
associated with the hyper-phase given the measured
intensity, the known partial structure, and the overall amount
of missing structure A plot of the weighting function
is shown in Fig. 3. The variable reflects the accuracy with
which a particular approximates i.e., increases as
decreases (relative to Furthermore, the accuracy
increases as and since is fixed,
increases, hence, so does As expected therefore, the weight
applied to a particular structure factor, increases with
increasing The weight decreases with increasing since a
larger represents less information on the individual structure
factors within the datum The weights and
correspond to those used in single crystal crystallography [23],
[24].
C. Parameter Estimation
The quantity given by (18), is a measure of the overall
magnitude of the missing part of the electron density. This
parameter must be estimated from the intensity data and
the known part of the structure, represented by in order
to calculate the MMSE estimate derived above. Methods for
estimating for single crystal diffraction data have been
reviewed by Read [25]. We derive here two estimates for
for the fiber diffraction case, based on those of Henderson
and Moffat [26], and Nixon and North [27]. As noted in
Section III-B, is constant for a particular set but in
general varies with
For the first method, we consider the random walk from
to [26]. In dimensions, the expectation of the
difference between the norms, is times
the expectation of the change in a single component,
owing to the uncorrelated nature of the components.
Since the expected difference in each component is given by
the first estimate is
(47)
where the averaging is over an ensemble of reflections indexed
by for which is assumed to be constant.
For the second method, we make use of the result of the
statistical model described above [27]. Since
and since and we obtain
the second estimate as
(48)
which is an implicit equation for (since is a function
of is substituted in the rhs of (48) to obtain the
first estimate of This value of is substituted in the
rhs (48) to obtain a new estimate, and the procedure repeated
until convergence.
The uncertainty associated with the estimate from the datum
increases with tends to provide more weight for
larger while tends to weight each individual datum
by its uncertainty. We therefore expect to be more
consistent than in estimating The accuracy of these
two estimates is examined in the next section.
V. SIMULATIONS
In summary, we have derived an analytical solution for
the Bayesian MMSE estimate and have shown that currently
used methods correspond to the maxima of certain posterior
densities. Computational experiments were used to compare
the performance of these different estimates, and the results
are presented in this section.
A. Methods
Although the crystallographic problem is 3-D, the results
derived above apply to image reconstruction in any number
of dimensions, and the simulations were performed on two-
dimensional (2-D) images. Since the structure factors are
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at Nyquist spacing, the diffraction calculations are made by
representing the electron density in the unit cell by a full
(i.e., not zero-padded) array and the calculated as
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) (using the fast Fourier
transform) of this array. The electron density consists of
“atoms” (6), and for the simulations we used “point atoms” that
are one pixel in size. The pixel value is then equal to the atomic
number of the atom. Although real atoms are not sharp points,
the resolution of typical fiber diffraction data is less than the
spatial extent of the atoms so that the use of point atoms gives
a good representation of the actual experiment. The electron
densities for the simulations were produced by randomly
placing atoms in the array representing the unit cell, their
atomic numbers being generated from a uniform distribution
on and the structure factors calculated using
the fast Fourier transform.
In x-ray fiber diffraction, the set consists of reciprocal
lattice points with the same (or very nearly the same) cylin-
drical polar radii. The sets are therefore determined by
the symmetry of the reciprocal lattice. In the simulations, we
used a more generic combination of the Fourier amplitudes so
that the degree of aliasing, could be varied as desired.
Fourier amplitudes were randomly combined into sets to
give the data such that with an equal
number of sets for each The extent of data reduction is
represented using which was varied from 1–5. The data
were calculated using (9).
Since point atoms were used for the simulations, is
independent of and has the same value throughout
reciprocal space, so that its value can be estimated using all
the data and using (47) or (48). Therefore, use of
point atoms and the random selection of structure factors (with
random retains correspondence with the actual x-ray fiber
diffraction experiment.
The known part of the structure was generated by
removing randomly chosen atoms from and used
to calculate the structure factors The are then
estimated from the information and using the three
different algorithms described in Section IV, and is
calculated using equations of the form (31). The accuracy of
the estimated image is assessed by comparing it to the
true image using the correlation coefficient
(49)
For a perfect reconstruction and for a
reconstruction that is not correlated with the true image.
The estimators are studied as a function of two parame-
ters; the amount of missing structure, quantified by
and the degree of data loss, quantified
by Since the atoms in and their atomic numbers
are chosen randomly, which we use to
calculate Estimation of the parameter is studied in the




Fig. 4. (a) Estimates ^M1Q (     ) and ^M2Q (   ), compared with the
true value Q (——), as a function of Smax for Q = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; and
0.8. (b) Correlation of the MMSE estimates obtained using ^M1Q (     );
^M2Q (     ); and Q (——) in (a) as a function of Smax for the four
values of Q:
B. Estimation of
The parameter is needed to calculate the weighting
function for the MMSE reconstruction as described in
Section IV-C. The performance of the estimates and
derived above was evaluated by simulation and the
results are described here. Electron density functions were
constructed and intensities calculated as described above.
The estimates and were then calculated using
(47) and (48), respectively. For the simulations, we used
and i.e.,
all the atoms have the same atomic number. The amount of
missing structure was varied as and
, and the overlap and . The estimates
and for the two methods are shown as a function
of for the four different values of in Fig. 4(a). The
estimate is quite accurate, even for larger values of
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Fig. 5. True test images used in the simulations: %(r); %P (r); and %Q(r) for Q = 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; and 0:8.
and The estimate is accurate for smaller values of
and but is very poor for larger values. The estimate
is therefore better than as expected.
To assess the effects of errors in on the reconstructed
image, was calculated as described in Section IV-
B using values of calculated using the estimates and
as well as using the true value The accuracy of
the resulting was calculated using the correlation
coefficient (49) for the range of values of and used,
and is shown in Fig. 4(b). Inspection of the figure shows that
use of gives essentially identical results to those obtained
using the true value, for all values of and studied.
Images reconstructed using are less accurate for larger
values of and Since performs significantly
better than for higher values of and it was
therefore used for the remaining simulations.
C. Image Reconstruction
In order to compare the performance of the MAP1, MAP2,
and MMSE estimates described in Section IV, simulations
were performed over a range of values of and
The reconstructed images were assessed by calculating the
correlation coefficient and by visual inspection. Test images
were generated as described above with
and
and and . The test images
and for the four values of are shown in Fig. 5.
In practice, the estimated electron density is used to locate
the positions of the missing atoms. Hence, the amplitude of
the electron density above the background, the sharpness of
the peaks, and an absence of spurious peaks or artifacts, are
used as qualitative characteristics of a good estimate. A poor
estimate typically has a noisy background, weak “smeared
out” peaks, and peaks at wrong locations, all of which hinder
correct interpretability of the image.
The correlation coefficients between and for
the three different estimates, as a function of and
are shown in Fig. 6. As expected, all estimates deteriorate with
increasing and increasing since the known part
becomes less representative of the image for the former, and
there are fewer data for the latter. In all cases, the MMSE
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 6. Correlation coefficient between the true and estimated images for the MMSE (——), MAP1 (     ), and MAP2 (     ) estimates of %Q(r);
as a function of Smax; for (a) Q = 0:2, (b) Q = 0:4, (c) Q = 0:6, and (d) Q = 0:8:.
estimate performs the best and the MAP1 estimate the second
best. When the missing part of the structure represents a small
part of the total structure, the MAP1 estimate is almost as good
as the MMSE estimate, while the MAP2 estimate is quite infe-
rior. When larger amounts of the structure are missing, both the
MAP estimates perform rather similarly, and the MMSE esti-
mate is quite superior to both. The margin between the MAP1
and MAP2 estimates tends to increase with These char-
acteristics are also seen in Fig. 7 which shows the correlation
coefficient as a function of for being 2 and 4.
The true and estimated images for and
are shown in Figs. 8–10 for and ,
respectively. All images are displayed so that their minimum
value is white and their maximum value is black. Inspection of
Fig. 8 shows that is a very interpretable
version of for all values of The MAP estimates
are also good for small but for spurious
peaks begin to appear, and the background noise increases
in the MAP2 estimate. Some of the spurious peaks, in fact,
correspond to peaks in the known part of the image,
(see Fig. 5), since the reconstructions are dominated by
Fig. 7. Correlation coefficient between the true and estimated images for the
MMSE (——), MAP1 (   ) and MAP2 (     ) estimates of %Q(r); as a
function of Q; for Smax = 2 (upper traces), and Smax = 4 (lower traces).
when there are fewer data This effect is referred to
as “model bias” by crystallographers and is addressed in
detail in a separate paper [28]. Referring to Fig. 9
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Fig. 8. True image, %Q(r) and the MMSE, MAP1, and MAP2 reconstructions for Q = 0:2; and Smax = 1; 2; 3; 4; and 5.
shows that the MMSE estimate is still good for all
values of with little evidence of any strong spurious
peaks, although the background noise is higher. Both MAP
estimates exhibit significant spurious peaks for
For (Fig. 10), the MMSE estimate shows most of
the missing peaks for the smaller values of although the
quality deteriorates for larger where the high background
results in little contrast and the appearance of larger spurious
peaks. The MAP1 and MAP2 estimates for small show
some of the correct peaks although there are many high
amplitude spurious peaks. For larger the MAP1 and
MAP2 reconstructions are very misleading however, because,
although the contrast is quite good, none of the correct peaks
are present; all the peaks actually corresponding to peaks
of Overall, the reconstructed images clearly indicate
the superiority of the MMSE reconstructions over the other
estimates.
VI. DISCUSSION
The problem of completing a partially determined structure
in x-ray fiber diffraction analysis has been posed as a Bayesian
image reconstruction problem and the atomicity property used
to define a prior for the image. Currently used heuristic
estimators have been shown to correspond to the maxima of
certain posterior densities. An analytical expression for the
Bayesian MMSE estimate of the image has been derived. The
form of the MMSE estimate is a weight times the MAP1
estimate that incorporates all the information on the partial
structure. The weights are a generalization of the special case
that occurs when the individual structure factor amplitudes
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Fig. 9. True image, %Q(r) and the MMSE, MAP1, and MAP2 reconstructions for Q = 0:4; and Smax = 1; 2; 3; 4; and 5.
can be measured (single crystal diffraction) [2]. Simulations,
including parameter estimation, show that the MMSE estimate
performs significantly better than the MAP estimates, both
quantitatively and qualitatively, particularly when there is little
data. This is particularly important in fiber diffraction analysis
where the cylindrical averaging can substantially reduce the
number of available data.
A number of extensions to this work are possible to further
extend its practical application. In a real experiment, both the
partial structure and the data have errors associated with them.
The effect of inaccurate information can be incorporated into
the Bayesian formulation to further improve the performance
of the MMSE estimate [29]. The electron density function
often contains symmetries that lead to restrictions on and/or
relationships between certain structure factors that contribute
to the individual intensity data. The simplest case is a “centric”
structure, or “space group P ” in which case,
(rather than and the variance in (17) and the posterior
(28) is (rather than and with these changes the
analysis remains the same as presented above. However, the
general symmetry case leads to more complicated distribu-
tions for the data that result in more complicated estimators.
We are currently investigating this case [18], [19]. Finally,
in some important fiber diffraction problems, the molecules
are oriented parallel and randomly rotated, but do not form
crystallites [10], [12]. The measured data are then sums of
the squared amplitudes of the Fourier–Bessel transform of the
electron density function of the molecule [10]. Completion
of partial structures in this case, therefore, requires a slightly
different formalism.
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Fig. 10. True image, %Q(r) and the MMSE, MAP1, and MAP2 reconstructions for Q = 0:6; and Smax = 1; 2; 3; 4; and 5.
APPENDIX A
HYPER-SPHERICAL POLAR COORDINATE SYSTEM
A hyper-spherical polar coordinate system represents a point
in an -dimensional space by its radius (Euclidean norm) and
polar angles (hyper-phase The transformation
from a Cartesian system to a hyper-spherical








The relationship between the MMSE estimate and the
posterior mean, although fairly well known [22], is outlined
here. The MMSE estimate minimizes the Bayes risk the
expectation of the loss function with respect to the
joint density function of the estimated and true images. In the
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absence of errors in the observed intensities, the risk is
(52)
The integrals for individual in (52), are independent and








i.e., is the posterior mean of
APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF THE POSTERIOR MEAN
The integrals in (29) and (43) are evaluated here.
We treat (43) first. From (50), it follows that
(57)
where we define Expanding (43) using (30), (51),
and (57), and rotating the Cartesian system so that is along
gives
(58)
The integral over collapses due to the delta function. For
(58) contains integrals of the form
for
(59)
each of which yield zero, and hence for
This implies that has no components orthogonal to
i.e., Hence For the integrals







Applying the same coordinate transformation, the normal-
izing constant (29) may be written as
(63)
Equation (63) can be simplified in a similar fashion to (58)
as above, giving
(64)
Combining (61) and (64) gives
(65)
The integral form of the modified Bessel function [31]
(66)
can be integrated once by parts and used with (66) to show that
(67)
Substituting (66) and (67) into (65) to gives
(68)
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